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Executive*Summary DEVELOPMENT*OF*A*DISASTER*RESPONSE*PLAN*FOR*THE* NORTH*CAROLINA*NATIONAL*ESTUARINE*RESEARCH*RESERVE *by*
 Caitlin*Adams,*Allison*Hensch,*and*Dana*Rollison *24*April*2015 
 The*North*Carolina*National*Estuarine*Research*Reserve*(NCNERR)*is*one*of*28*reserves*within*the*National*Estuarine*Research*Reserve*System.**The*NERR*system*was*created*by*the*Coastal*Zone*Management*Act*of*1972*for*longYterm*research,*education,*and*stewardship.**This*partnership*between*the*National*Oceanic*and*Atmospheric*Administration*(NOAA)*and*the*coastal*states*protects*over*one*million*acres*of*estuarine*land*and*water,*provides*essential*habitat*for*wildlife,*offers*educational*opportunities*for*students,*teachers,*and*the*public,*and*serves*as*a*living*laboratory*for*scientists.**In*North*Carolina,*the*reserve*is*a*cooperative*program*between*NOAA*and*the*North*Carolina*Division*of*Coastal*Management*(NCDCM),*a*division*of*the*North*Carolina*Department*of*Environment*and*Natural*Resources*(NCDENR).**The*North*Carolina*National*Estuarine*Research*Reserve*includes*Currituck*Banks,*Rachel*Carson,*Masonboro*Island,*and*Zeke’s*Island.*This*project*focuses*on*the*creation*of*a*Disaster*Response*Plan*(DRP)*for*these*four*sites.* * Following*the*Deepwater*Horizon*oil*spill*in*2010,*the*five*Gulf*of*Mexico*NERRs*worked*with*the*NOAA*Office*of*Response*and*Restoration*and*the*consulting*firm*TetraTech*to*develop*DRPs*for*each*Reserve*as*well*as*a*DRP*template*for*use*throughout*the*NERR*system.**We*were*tasked*by*our*client*to*develop*a*NCNERR*DRP*by*adapting*the*template*to*North*Carolina’s*needs*through*local,*county,*state,*and*federal*stakeholder*input.**The*purpose*of*this*DRP*is*to*guide*emergency*management*efforts*of*NCNERR,*build*relationships*between*NCNERR*sites,*national*sites,*and*local*stakeholders,*and*position*NCNERR*as*a*partner*supporting*area*response*efforts.*Lack*of*reserve*emergency*management*capabilities*and*a*need*for*increased*awareness*of*the*reserve*sites*led*to*NCNERR*sites*and*managers*prioritizing*preYplanning*and*collaboration*with*local*emergency*management*stakeholders.* We*initiated*the*project*by*interviewing*Gulf*managers*about*the*DRP*development*process,*including*adapting*the*template*and*facilitating*regional*stakeholder*workshops.**Relevant*local*stakeholders*were*invited*to*workshops*in*Beaufort,*Wilmington,*and*Corolla*in*an*effort*to*garner*insight*on*the*potential*hazards*affecting*the*reserve*and*establish*communication*pathways*between*reserve*staff*and*local*emergency*management*professionals.*Receiving*feedback*on*the*Hazard*Identification*Risk*
Assessment*(HIRA)*tool,*completed*by*site*managers*prior*to*the*workshop,*was*a*major*focus*of*these*workshops.*The*HIRA*tool*categorizes*hazards*based*on*the*probability*of*their*occurrence*and*the*level*of*impact*they*may*have*to*life,*health,*property,*the*environment,*and*the*local*economy.*The*sessions*returned*a*wide*variety*of*responses*by*a*multitude*of*emergency*management*professionals,*and*their*input*was*incorporated*into*the*final*written*DRP.*These*workshops*jumpYstarted*conversations*between*Reserve*staff*and*emergency*management*professionals,*provided*opportunities*to*integrate*reserve*staff*into*local*emergency*management*efforts*and*trainings,*and*raised*awareness*of*activities*occurring*on*reserve*property*previously*unknown*to*site*managers.* * We*distilled*all*information*acquired*from*our*independent*research*and*stakeholder*workshops*into*the*DRP*base*plan*and*appendices.*The*DRP*begins*with*a*description*of*purpose*and*scope*and*an*acknowledgment*of*all*relevant*support,*plans,*and*authorities*in*NCNERR*emergency*response.*The*plan*goes*on*to*describe*the*resources*at*risk*on*each*site,*the*hazards*facing*these*resources,*and*the*current*capabilities*of*reserve*sites.*We*then*discuss*mitigation,*preparedness,*response,*and*recovery*efforts*in*the*concept*of*operations,*before*addressing*the*continuity*of*operations*and*plan*maintenance.*The*DRP*also*contains*a*wealth*of*appendices*including:*emergency*contact*and*planning*stakeholder*lists*for*each*reserve*location,*standard*operating*procedures*for*all*hazards*identified*as*high*or*medium*risk*to*reserve*sites,*and*training*recommendations*and*options*available*to*reserve*staff.* This*plan*will*play*an*essential*role*in*the*disaster*response*efforts*of*the*four*NCNERR*components.*It*allows*NCNERR*staff*to*be*more*conscientious*regarding*disaster*planning*and*response*and*will*help*area*emergency*responders*to*be*more*aware*of*reserve*resources*and*capabilities*—*establishing*relationships*and*communication*networks*critical*to*protecting*staff,*visitors,*and*the*environment*and*economic*resources*of*the*reserve.* *  Approved *
___ _ (MP*adviser*signature*here) *_______Lisa*Campbell_________________ 
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*This*Disaster*Response*Plan*(DRP)*was*developed*for*the*North*Carolina*National*Estuarine*Research*Reserve*(Reserve,*NCNERR)*by*a*team*of*Master’s*students*from*the*Nicholas*School*of*the*Environment*at*Duke*University,*in*conjunction*with*Reserve*staff*and*with*input*from*a*variety*of*other*entities,*for*several*purposes.*First,*the*DRP*will*help*the*Reserve*be*better*prepared*for*both*natural*and*manYmade*disasters*in*North*Carolina.*The*Reserve*has*a*hurricane*preparedness*plan,*but*does*not*have*specific*plans*to*prevent*or*respond*to*other*types*of*disasters.*Recent*disasters*in*regions*outside*of*North*Carolina*(e.g.,*Deepwater*Horizon,*Superstorm*Sandy)*demonstrated*the*vulnerability*of*the*Reserve*to*events*outside*our*boundaries*and*illustrated*the*importance*of*preparedness.*The*Reserve*has*working*relationships*with*local,*state,*and*federal*agencies*involved*with*emergency*response,*but*additional*coordination*and*communication*are*necessary.*The*second*reason*for*this*plan*is*to*identify*and*establish*relationships*with*additional*stakeholders,*partners,*and*other*local,*state,*and*federal*entities*that*could*or*should*be*involved*in*disaster*response,*cleanYup,*or*restoration*activities.*Many*groups*with*expertise*and*authority*to*respond*to*disasters*can*work*together*to*achieve*a*more*rapid*and*effective*response.*By*making*contacts*and*developing*protocols*prior*to*an*event,*we*can*minimize*damage*to*property,*and*injury*to*natural*resources*during*and*after*a*disaster.**The*Reserve’s*primary*mission*is*to*protect*natural*resources.*Active*stewardship*of*resources*includes*planning*ahead*to*minimize*hazards*and*avert*disaster.*The*Reserve*wants*to*be*better*prepared*to*take*immediate*action*when*an*emergency*occurs,*to*share*its*capabilities*when*warranted,*and*to*cooperate*with*primary*responders*in*area*response*efforts.*The*Reserve*aims*to*learn*from*the*collective*experience*of*emergency*response*teams*as*we*work*together*to*train*and*practice*effective*preparedness*and*emergency*response*at*the*North*Carolina*NERR. *Rebecca*Ellin,*North*Carolina*NERR*Manager*  
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1.5% %Authorities%Relevant*laws*and*executive*orders*that*form*the*statutory*basis*of*the*NCNERR*are*discussed*below.***Coastal*Zone*Management*Act*(CZMA)*–*Section*315*of*the*CZMA*of*1972,*as*amended,*initiated*the*NERR*system.*The*Act*is*administered*by*NOAA's*Office*for*Coastal*Management*(OCM);*specifies*principles*and*procedures*for*management*of*the*nation's*coastal*resources,*including*the*Great*Lakes;*and*balances*economic*development*with*environmental*conservation.*The*CZMA*outlines*two*national*programs—the*National*Coastal*Zone*Management*Program*and*the*NERRS.**The*34*coastal*programs*aim*to*balance*competing*land*and*water*issues*in*the*coastal*zone.**The*28*NERRs*serve*as*field*laboratories*to*provide*a*greater*understanding*of*estuaries*and*how*they*are*impacted*by*humans.*The*overall*program*objectives*of*CZMA*remain*balanced*to*"preserve,*protect,*develop,*and*where*possible,*to*restore*or*enhance*the*resources*of*the*nation's*coastal*zone”*(NOAA*2012b).**Each*NERR*is*intended*to*operate*as*a*federal/state*partnership.**The*North*Carolina*Division*of*Coastal*Management*(NCDCM)*is*the*state*partner*and*managing*entity*for*NCNERR.*State*Authorities*and*Oversight*–*The*NC*Department*of*Environment*and*Natural*Resources*(NCDENR)*is*the*lead*state*agency*charged*with*protecting*North*Carolina’s*environment*and*natural*resources.*As*a*division*within*NCDENR,*NCDCM*works*to*protect,*conserve*and*manage*North*Carolina's*coastal*resources*and*was*designated*as*the*NCNERR*managing*entity*upon*its*designation*in*1985.*NCDCM*provides*land*ownership*and*management,*staff,*programming,*and*matching*funds*for*the*implementation*of*the*NCNERR.*Beyond*the*four*NCNERR*components,*DCM*also*has*six*state*reserve*properties*managed*through*the*North*Carolina*Coastal*Reserve*(NCCR).**NCNERR*Emergency*Authorities*–*During*an*emergency*situation,*the*NCNERR*Manager*has*authority*to*direct*Reserve*staff*to*prevent*immediate*injury,*loss*of*life,*or*damage*to*essential*Reserve*property*and*natural*resources.**This*includes*decisions*to*have*staff*evacuate*and/or*work*from*home*with*approval*from*NCDCM.*The*Reserve*Manager*will*direct*staff*to*support*other*response*agencies*implementing*an*area*response,*when*appropriate.**In*most*cases,*the*NERR*will*not*serve*as*the*lead*for*incident*response,*but*may*serve*as*a*supporting*or*coordinating*entity.**The*Reserve*Manager*(or*the*manager’s*designee)*coordinates*with*the*local*fire*departments,*county*emergency*management*agencies,*and*other*response*agencies*to*support*





Emergency%Action% Agency%with%Authority%NERR*area*closures*or*emergency*restriction*of*actions* NCNERR*Manager*in*consultation*with*authorities*(all*components)*AreaYwide*NERR*evacuations*or*shelterYinYplace*decision* County*Emergency*Management*personnel*(all*components)*Road*closures* County*Sheriff*(Currituck*Banks;*Zeke’s*Island)*Not*applicable*(Rachel*Carson,*Masonboro*Island)*Navigable*waterway*closure* U.S.*Coast*Guard,*Sector*North*Carolina*Arrests*or*reports*of*trespassers*or*those*harming*wildlife,*stealing*timber,*committing*vandalism,*or*other*illegal*activities*
NERR*Site*Manager*notifies*County*Sheriff*(all*components)*or*Town*Police*(Rachel*Carson)*of*activity.*NCWRC*Enforcement*Officers*or*NCDMF*Marine*Patrol*may*also*be*contacted*depending*on*reported*activity*(all*components).**Decisions*on*environmental*impact*tradeYoffs*such*as*sacrificing*certain*habitat*to*protect*higher*priority*habitat*
Local,*state,*or*federal*incident*command*(IC)*lead*agency*makes*response*decisions,*consulting*with*NCNERR*Manager*as*feasible.*The*Reserve*can*share*information,*resources,*and*local*knowledge*regarding*natural*resource*priorities*and*protection*strategies.**Determination*of*oil/hazmat*cleanup*endpoint*(i.e.,*“how*clean*is*clean?”)* Local,*state,*or*federal*IC*lead*agency*makes*decisions,*consulting*with*NCDCM*and*NCNERR*Manager*as*feasible,*for*decisions*within*the*Reserve’s*boundaries.**Mitigation*of*emergency*shoreline*erosion* United*States*Army*Corp*of*Engineers*and*NCDCM*
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%
1.6% Scope%%This*DRP*is*a*comprehensive*emergency*management*plan.**As*such,*it*serves*as*a*primary,*albeit*general,*guide*for*mitigating*the*full*range*of*emergencies*and*disasters*that*may*impact*the*NERR.**As*a*comprehensive*emergency*plan,*it*also*addresses*the*full*range*of*activities*that*may*be*implemented*before,*during,*and*after*an*emergency*(with*a*primary*focus*on*preparedness*and*response).**Most*importantly,*it*provides*a*framework*for*effective*cooperation*among*local,*state,*federal,*private*and*other*nonYgovernmental*organizations*during*emergency*response.**Specifically,*this*plan*does*the*following:*1. Defines*NERR*emergency*management*policy.*2. Identifies*the*natural*resources*and*supporting*research*infrastructure*that*require*protection*and*the*methods*used*to*protect*these.*3. Describes*the*framework,*organization,*capabilities,*and*processes*needed*to*implement*disaster*operations.*4. Recognizes*the*National*Incident*Management*System*(NIMS)*and*the*National*Response*Framework*(NRF)*as*the*national*framework*used*for*response*efforts.*This*plan*uses*the*terms*“emergency”*and*“disaster”*interchangeably.**Generally,*the*term*“emergency”*describes*any*situation*that*requires*immediate,*extraordinary*action*to*save*life,*health,*property,*or*the*environment.**Emergencies*can*require*minutes,*hours,*or*days*to*overcome.**The*term*“disaster”*refers*to*incidents*that*result*in*profound*loss,*recovery*from*which*can*require*months,*years,*or*even*decades.**Both*emergencies*and*disasters*require*extraordinary*response,*so*the*terms*are*used*interchangeably*in*this*plan.**When*it*becomes*necessary*to*distinguish*between*the*two*terms,*this*plan*explains*why*a*certain*term*is*used.***This*DRP*also*represents*the*first*effort*to*formalize*a*multiYhazard*emergency*management*program*at*the*North*Carolina*NERR.*Previously*NCNERR*only*had*a*single*hazard*Hurricane*Preparedness*Plan.*This*plan*was*developed*to*support*NOAA*and*state*interests*to*establish*fundamental*emergency*management*programs*at*individual*Reserves*and*a*framework*for*emergency*management*improvements*for*the*NERRS.**This*plan*is*separated*into*a*“base*plan”*and*“appendices.”**The*base*plan*uses*numbered*sections*to*describe*disaster*policy*and*planning.**Appendices*provide*
A" comprehensive, emergency,
management, plan" addresses" all"




such" as" planning" for" business"
continuity."
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additional*information*and*the*tools*necessary*to*implement*NERR*emergencyYrelated*policy.**
1.7% Assumptions%%Planning*assumptions*provide*a*foundation*for*subsequent*emergency*management*program*efforts.**Planning*assumptions*related*to*this*plan*are*listed*below:**1. Emergencies*and*disasters*may*occur*with*or*without*warning.**2. The*NERR’s*primary*daily*functions*are*research*and*monitoring,*stewardship,*education*and*coastal*training.**The*NERR*has*responsibility*to*protect*staff,*visitors,*property,*and*natural*resources*from*injury*or*damage*within*available*capabilities.*3. Local,*state,*federal,*and*other*response*organizations*will*function*according*to*the*National*Incident*Management*System*(NIMS)*and*the*National*Response*Framework*(NRF)*to*achieve*interYagency*coordination.*4. The*NERR*staff*will*be*familiar*with*NIMS*to*assist*or*cooperate*with*other*agencies*during*multiYagency*responses.*5. This*plan*is*intended*to*provide*dual*functionality:**(1)*as*a*detailed*document*supporting*NERR*preYdisaster*planning,*exercising,*and*preparedness*efforts*and*(2)*as*a*quick*reference*guide*for*response*personnel*should*an*emergency*or*disaster*situation*arise*at*the*NERR.*6. The*NERR*will*manage*some*emergencies,*whenever*possible,*without*outside*assistance.**Outside*assistance*will*be*requested*when*capabilities*are*inadequate*or*inappropriate*to*the*task.*7. Outside*assistance*will*generally*be*requested*from*local*emergency*authorities*or*through*NCDCM.*8. Priorities*for*incident*response*will*generally*be*lifesaving,*infrastructure*protection,*natural*resource*protection,*and*community*resiliency.*9. The*NERR*and*local*partner*agencies*will*regularly*review*planning*efforts,*conduct*training,*and*engage*in*exercises*to*maintain*disaster*preparedness.** %












Category Description Full*Time*Staff: Headquarters%Office:*Program*Manager,*Research*Coordinator,*Education*Coordinator,*Coastal*Training*Coordinator,*Central*Sites*Manager,*GIS*Specialist,*Communications*Specialist*
Wilmington%Office:*Stewardship*Coordinator*and*Southern*Sites*Manager,*2*Research*Biologists,*Education*Specialist*
Northern%Sites%Office:*Northern*Sites*Manager Annual*Visitors: *The*NCNERR*does*not*currently*count*or*estimate*visitors*given*the*disparate*and*uncontrolled*access*points*at*the*sites.*Potential*nonYcounted*users: NonYregistered*researchers,*commercial*fishers,*recreational*users*on*boats,*etc. Sources:*NCNERR*web*site*and*NCNERR*Management*Plan*(NCNERR,*2009).***Because*none*of*the*Reserve*components*require*visitor*registration,*it*may*be*a*challenge*to*identify*all*people*present*on*the*Reserve*when*a*hazard*event*occurs.**Rachel*Carson*and*Masonboro*Island*are*accessible*only*by*boat,*but*Currituck*Banks*and*Zeke’s*Island*are*both*accessible*by*car.*People*visit*the*Reserve*components*to*engage*in*a*variety*of*activities,*including*boating,*hiking,*fishing,*shellfish*harvesting,*hunting,*photography,*and*other*recreational*activities.*While*NERR*staff*and*office*visitors*can*be*easily*contacted*and*accounted*for*during*an*emergency,*other*members*of*the*public*within*the*NERR*boundaries*may*not*be*known*or*easy*to*contact.**The*Reserve*coordinates*with*partner*agencies*and*area*response*agencies*through*training*and*exercises*to*help*consider*and*address*warning*and*protecting*NERR*staff,*visitors,*and*nonYregistered*users.*Reserve*staff*can*and*do*close*Reserve*components*through*press*releases*and*other*public*notification*systems*when*public*safety*is*at*stake*(e.g.,*during*a*hurricane);*however*there*is*not*a*physical*closure*of*the*components*given*the*nature*of*the*components.** %

































































































































Appendix F.  Habitat Cartographic Color Scheme (RGB) 
(Mapped Habitats in North Carolina) 
 
Habitat Sub-Class COLOR RGB 
Marine 1243 Sand   49-132-155 
Estuarine 
2125 Organic   141-180-227 
2221 Mollusk   23-55-93 
2253 Sand   230-185-184 
2254 Mud   51-51-0 
2261 Persistent   102-153-0 
2271 BLD   0-204-0 
2323 Sand   255-204-102 
2341 Persistent   0-102-0 
2351 BLD   51-153-102 
2353 Sand   128-0-128 
Palustrine 
5232 Persistent   255-167-127 
5241 BLD   255-85-0 
5243 BLE   168-56-0 
5251 BLD   115-38-0 
Upland 
6123 Sand   255-255-153 
6131 Grassland   102-255-102 
6141 BLD   255-102-153 
6143 BLE   255-0-0 
6144 NLE   228-109-10 
6153 BLE   230-230-0 
6154 NLE   115-115-0 
6155 Mixed   151-72-7 
Cultural Land 
Cover 
8112 Paved Roadway   255-255-255 
8151 Dirt/Gravel Lot   178-178-178 
8342 Rocky In-Water Structure   128-128-128 
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Oceanography – The*immediate*coastal*regions*of*North*Carolina*are*influenced*greatly*by*the*prevailing*ocean*currents.*Two*ocean*currents,*the*Gulf*Stream*and*the*Labrador*Current,*converge*off*of*Cape*Hatteras.**The*Gulf*Stream*provides*a*warming*effect*to*the*southern*coastal*areas,*and*the*Labrador*Current*provides*a*cooling*effect*for*the*northern*coastal*section.**North*Carolina's*coastal*plain*juts*out*from*the*East*Coast*of*the*United*States*into*the*Atlantic*Ocean*and*these*currents.**The*coastline*is*subdivided*into*three*distinct*regions*(Northern,*Central*and*Southern)*based*on*geomorphological*and*ecological*features.*Each*region*has*a*unique*geologic*framework*that*results*in*distinctive*types*of*barrier*islands,*inlets*and*estuaries*influenced*by*different*wave*and*tidal*processes.*The*Northern*coastal*plain*drains*the*Pasquotank,*Chowan*and*Roanoke*River*Basins.*The*sediments*consist*of*unconsolidated*mud,*muddy*sand,*sand*and*peat*sediments,*which*create*a*gently*sloping*topography*with*an*average*slope*of*only*0.2*feet*per*mile.*Rising*sea*level*combined*with*the*gentle*slope*of*the*region*has*produced*long*barrier*islands*with*drowned*lowlands*that*lie*behind*the*islands.*There*are*currently*no*inlets*along*the*Northern*coastline,*which*has*caused*a*transformation*in*Currituck*and*Albemarle*Sounds*from*a*high*salinity*estuarine*environment*to*a*low*salinity*(rarely*exceeding*10*ppt*salinity)*estuarine*environment*that*is*affected*by*windYdominated*tides.*The*Central*region*drains*the*Tar,*Neuse*and*White*Oak*River*Basins*into*Pamlico*Sound,*which*is*part*of*the*AlbemarleYPamlico*estuarine*system.*The*AlbemarleYPamlico*estuarine*system*is*bounded*to*the*east*by*long*barriers*islands*with*flooded*lowlands*behind*the*islands*and*covers*more*than*3,594*square*miles.**This*region*is*characterized*by*shallow*slopes,*poor*drainage,*and*numerous*inlets,*which*facilitates*the*mixing*of*freshwater*and*saltwater. The*Southern*coastal*plain*drains*the*Cape*Fear*and*Lumber*River*Basins*and*contains*numerous*inlets*through*the*barrier*islands*allowing*the*rivers*to*fully*mix*with*the*ocean.*As*such*the*estuaries*in*the*south*are*generally*much*smaller*than*those*in*the*north*and*highly*brackish*(18Y30*ppt). An average slope of 3 feet per mile due to the uplifting 
of the Carolina Platform and rising*sea*level*in*this*part*of*the*State*has*led*to*the*production*of*short,*stubby*barrier*islands*and*narrow*backYbarrier*estuaries.**Other*Information*Regarding*the*NERR’s*Natural*Resources*Y*NOAA*and*North*Carolina*Natural*Heritage*Program*collaborate*to*produce*Environmental*Sensitivity*Index*(ESI)*maps*and*Tidal*Inlet*Protection*Strategies*(TIPS)*for*hazardous*chemical*or*oil*spill*response.*These*data*identify*sensitive*fish,*wildlife,*and*habitat,*and*can*be*used*to*recommend*protection*strategies*in*the*event*of*an*oil*spill*within*the*area.**ESI*data*and*maps*can*be*found*at:*http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/mapsYandYspatialYdata/downloadYesiYmapsYandYgisYdata.html**






Events/Hazards* Risk%Ranking%Outcome*Hurricane* High*Coastal*Erosion* High*Severe*Coastal*Storms* High*Oil*Spill* Medium*Heavy*Rainfall/Riverine*Flooding* Medium*Invasive*Species* Medium*Harmful*Algal*Bloom*(HAB)** Medium*Vessel*Grounding* Medium*Hazmat*(other*than*oil)* Medium*Lightning* Medium*Wildland*Fire* Medium*Earthquake* Low*Tornado* Low*Aircraft*Crash* Low*Rail*Hazmat* Low*









Law*Enforcement*Response* Low*Medical/*Rescue*Emergency* Low*Structure*Fire* Low*
Events/Hazards* Risk%Ranking%Outcome*Hurricane* High*Severe*Coastal*Storms* High*Vessel*Grounding* High*Coastal*Erosion* High*Invasive*Species* High*Tornado* High*Harmful*Algal*Bloom*(HAB)* Medium*Wildland*Fire* Medium*Medical/*Rescue*Emergency* Medium*Heavy*Rainfall/Riverine*Flooding* Medium*Oil*Spill* Medium*Aircraft*Crash* Medium*Hazmat*(other*than*oil)* Medium*Lightning* Low*Law*Enforcement*Response* Low*Structure*Fire* Low*Earthquake* Low*Rail*Hazmat* Low*
Events/Hazards* Risk%Ranking%Outcome*Hurricane** High*Severe*Storms* High*





Coastal*Erosion* High*Hazmat*(other*than*oil)* Medium*Law*Enforcement*Response** Medium*Medical*Emergency/*Rescue* Medium*Riverine*Flooding/*Stormwater*Runoff* Medium*Vessel*Grounding* Medium*Wildland*Fire* Medium*Oil*Spill* Medium*Invasive*Species* Medium*Tornado* Low*Aircraft*Crash* Low*Lightning* Low*Earthquake* Low*Harmful*Algal*Bloom*(HAB)** Low*Rail*Hazmat* Low*Structure*Fire* Low*
Events/Hazards* Risk%Ranking%Outcome*Hurricane** High*Severe*Storms** High*Riverine*Flooding/*Stormwater*Runoff* High*Coastal*Erosion* Medium*Hazmat*(other*than*oil)* Medium*Medical*Emergency/*Rescue* Medium*Wildland*Fire* Medium*Oil*Spill* Medium*Invasive*Species* Medium*Vessel*Grounding* Low*Aircraft*Crash* Low*Tornado* Low*








Harmful*Algal*Bloom*(HAB)** Low*Earthquake* Low*Law*Enforcement*Response** Low*Lightning* Low*Rail*Hazmat* Low*Structure*Fire* Low*


































































Figure Notes:  IC indicates Incident Commander.  IAP indicates Incident Action Plan.  NIMS implementation will 
be scaled based on the magnitude of the response.  For small events, one party may fulfill multiple roles.   
  


















Events/Hazards%within%NERR* Lead%Agency% NERR%Role%Hurricane*(NERR*property*only)* County*EMA* Incident*Commander*for*NERR*property*Coastal*Erosion* USACE*and*DCM* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Severe*Storms*(NERR*property*only)* County*EMA* Incident*Commander*for*NERR*property*Oil*Spill* NCDENR,*Coast*Guard*or*NCDPS* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Riverine*Flooding* County*EMA* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Harmful*Algal*Bloom* NCDMF* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Vessel*Grounding* Coast*Guard*or*WRC* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Hazardous*Material*(Hazmat)*(other*than*oil)* NCDENR,*Coast*Guard,*or*NCDPS* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Lightning* Fire*Dept.* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Wildland*Fire* Fire*Dept.*or*NC*Forest*Service* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Tornado* County*EMA* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Tsunami* County*EMA* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency*Earthquake* County*EMA* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Aircraft*Crash* Fire*Dept.* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Rail*Hazmat* Fire*Dept.* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Law*Enforcement*Emergency* Sheriff’s*Office* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Medical*Emergency* EMS* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Structure*Fire* Fire*Dept.* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency Unexploded*Ordnance*(UXO)/Live*Fire* Sheriff’s*Office* Cooperating*or*assisting*agency 




























Note:  Within the National Incident Management System (NIMS), one person can function in several roles.  Abbreviations:  























Documentation Facilities Contracting 
Timekeeping 
i i  Other Agencies 
State and Federal Natural Resource Trustees 
Single Resources  
Equipment/Supplies 
Incident Commander 
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Notes:  IC = Incident Command; UC = Unified Command; 
Ops = Operations; ICS = Incident Command System; IAP 
= Incident Action Plan 
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5.0% Plan%Maintenance%This*DRP*will*be*maintained*by*the*NCNERR*and*reviewed*by*the*ET*annually.**As*changes*are*needed*to*the*plan*or*its*appendices,*the*NERR*Manager*will*assign*this*work*to*one*or*more*ET*members*and*provide*the*support*necessary*to*accomplish*that*work.***The*NERR*may*participate*in*outside*exercises*or*trainings,*including*those*that*involve*interagency*coordination.**Exercises*may*include*drills,*workshops,*or*tableYtop,*functional,*and*fullYscale*exercises.*Appendix*I*addresses*training*and*exercise*recommendations*and*plans.*Appendix*I*Y*Emergency*Training*Plan*will*be*used*to*coordinate*training*and*exercise*efforts*at*the*Reserve.**
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Appendices*
Appendix A - General Response Procedure!
Appendix B - NCNERR Emergency Contact List!
Appendix C – NCNERR Emergency Capability Catalog!
Appendix D - Hazard-Specific Procedure!
Appendix E - Continuity of Operations Planning (COOP)!
Appendix F - Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment Tool!
Appendix G - Response Planning Stakeholder List!
Appendix H - Annual Work Plan!
Appendix I - Emergency Training Plan!
Appendix J - Forms and Tools!
Appendix K - Maps and Other Information!
Appendix L - References!
Appendix M - Glossary!*
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 1. Hurricane-2. Severe-Storms-(Including-Lightning/Tornado)-3. Vessel-Grounding-4. Coastal-Erosion-5. Invasive-Species-6. Harmful-Algal-Bloom-(HAB)-7. Wildland-Fire-8. Medical/Rescue-and-Law-Enforcement-Emergency-9. Riverine-Flooding-10. Oil-Spill/Hazmat-Materials-Spill-11. Aircraft-Crash-
( (








2015(1. Make-backups-of-your-hard-drive-files-and-take-home-with-you-2. Unplug-all-electronics-3. Move-electronic-equipment-(e.g.-computers)-away-from-windows-4. Cover-equipment-with-tarps-or-trash-bags,-if-deemed-appropriate-5. Close-but-do-not-lock-interior-office-doors-on-departure-6. Elevate-items-on-1st-floor-7. Secure-outdoor/shed-items-in-office-or-other-location-8. Check-shed-tie-downs;-add-extra-ones-if-needed-9. Trailer-boats-to-a-secure-inland-location,-top&off-gas,-and-tie-down-10. Move-State-vehicles-to-higher-ground-and-make-sure-they-have-a-full-tank-of-gas-11. Take-pre&hurricane-photos-of-the-facilities-and-sites-to-document-potential-damage-12. Charge-laptop-PCs,-digital-cameras-and-cell-phones-–-take-with-you-13. Keep-a-copy-of-the-Reserve-Emergency-Contact-List-at-home-14. Review-your-facility-plan-and-DENR’s-Disaster-Response-Plan-and-Procedures-Manual-15. Review-insurance-list-to-be-sure-all-new-assets-are-on-it-16. Remove-all-food-from-refrigerators-and-freezers-17. Ensure-frozen-or-cold-samples-are-in-a-backup-power-fed-freezer/fridge,-if-possible--
Beaufort(1. Backup-server,-move-to-safe-location,-and-take-tapes-with-you-2. Paula-will-lead-the-effort-to-secure-the-boats-and-vehicles-and-will-work-with-Brian-and-Annie-at-NOAA-to-do-so.-For-category-1-or-2-hurricane,-move-the-boats-to-the-quadrangle.-For-category-3-or-greater-hurricane,-move-vehicles-and-boats-to-the-National-Weather-Service-location-in-Newport-(From-Pivers-Island-head-north-on-US-70-W-to-Newport;-turn-left-onto-Roberts-Road;-NWS-is-at-477-Roberts-Road).-Park-in-the-center-of-the-designated-spaces-and-use-the-4-earth-anchors-to-tie-down-the-vessel-3. Move-boat-gasoline-tanks-outside-of-boat-to-a-safe-location--4. Lori-will-lead-the-effort-to-secure-the-shed-and-nearby-equipment-5. Conduct-a-pre&hurricane-horse-census.-Note:-This-will-be-conducted-at-Paula’s-discretion.-6. Secure-or-remove-vulnerable-equipment-and/or-infrastructure-at-the-Rachel-Carson-site-7. Check-the-latch-on-the-exterior-office-doors-on-2nd-floor-so-they-do-not-
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blow-open-8. Inform-your-supervisor-or-Rebecca-Ellin-of-your-whereabouts-and-contact-information-during-the-event-9. Take-with-you-a-copy-of-the-NOAA-Hurricane-Plan-(Rev.-May-25,-2011)-10. Take-a-copy-of-the-DCM-Disaster-Response-Plan-and-Procedures-Manual---
Wilmington(1. Backup-desktops-to-RAID-array-and-take-array-with-you-2. Follow-the-guidance-of-UNCW/CMS-as-to-where-to-move-vehicles-and-boats.-3. Submit-list-of-employees-to-Daniel-Baden-(Director-of-CMS)-for-emergency-access-following-the-storm-4. Follow-the-guidance-of-UNCW/CMS-facility-administrators-about-returning-to-the-facility-and-returning-to-work-5. Inform-your-supervisor-or-Rebecca-Ellin-of-your-whereabouts-and-contact-information-during-the-event-6. Take-a-copy-of-the-DCM-Disaster-Response-Plan-and-Procedures-Manual--
(
Kitty(Hawk(1. Move-vehicle-and-boat-to-Kitty-Hawk-Town-Hall,-101-Veterans-Memorial-Drive-(From-DCM-office-turn-east-onto-W.-Kitty-Hawk-Rd.,-then-left-onto-Shelby-Ave.,-then-left-onto-Veterans-Memorial-Dr.)-2. Maintain-contact-with-Town-of-Kitty-Hawk-officials-
a. Willie Midget, Public Works: 252-202-6202 (cell) 
b. Chief Johnson, Police; 252-202-8132 (cell) 3. Inform-your-supervisor-or-Rebecca-Ellin-of-your-whereabouts-and-contact-information-during-the-event-
4. Take-a-copy-of-the-DCM-Disaster-Response-Plan-and-Procedures-Manual 
Post/Hurricane(1. Activate-NC-Coastal-Reserve-Emergency-Contact-List-immediately-after-the-storm-and-report-safety-of-employees-to-Rebecca-2. Every-24-hours-Rebecca-needs-an-update-on-facilities,-sites,-and-vehicles--3. Contact-facility-or-town-officials-to-assist-with-cleanup-4. Be-prepared-to-operate-under-altered-office-conditions-5. Conduct-post&site-assessments-as-soon-as-safely-possible-6. Beaufort-Office:-Follow-the-guidance-of-NOAA-facility-administrators-about-returning-to-the-facility-and-returning-to-work-7. Wilmington-Office:-Follow-the-guidance-of-UNCW/CMS-facility-administrators-about-returning-to-the-facility-and-returning-to-work-









1. Review-NOAA-Severe-Weather-Fact-Sheet-for-your-area-(North-Carolina):-http://www.ncddc.noaa.gov/activities/weather&ready&nation/newis/-2. Review-NCDPS-Hurricanes-website-updates-and-resources:-https://www.ncdps.gov/index2.cfm?a=000003,000010,000025,000185--3. Find-more-information-on-Home-and-Family-Preparedness-Planning-at:-http://www.redcross.org/prepare/location/home&family/plan-4. Find-information-on-hurricane-preparedness-at:-http://www.ready.gov/hurricanes-5. Find-information-on-selecting-a-safe-refuge-in-buildings-at:-http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1563--6. Find-information-on-securing-buildings-from-high-winds-at:-http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=3263.----
(
 (















- 1. Ensure-NC-NERR-Emergency-Contact-List-(Appendix-B)-and-Employee-Emergency-Contact-List-(maintained-by-Safety-Officer)-are-up&to&date.--2. Review-the-North-Carolina-DPS-severe-storm-information-(available-at:-https://www.ncdps.gov/Index2.cfm?a=000003,000010,000025).--3. Consider-signing-up-for-county&specific-emergency-notifications-at:-a. Carteret-County:-https://public.coderedweb.com/CNE/0DC4FFDC7074---b. Currituck-County: https://ww2.everbridge.net/citizen/logoutLogin.action?gis_alias_id=1480761--
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1. USDA-National-Invasive-Species-Information-Center:-http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/aquatics/detection.shtml--2. US-EPA-Invasive-Species:-http://water.epa.gov/type/oceb/habitat/invasive_species_index.cfm--3. NOAA-Aquatic-Invasive-Species:-http://www.research.noaa.gov/research/2007/ais.shtml--4. Maryland-Rapid-Response-Planning-for-Aquatic-Invasive-Species:-http://www.mdsg.umd.edu/programs/gateway/invasives/rapidresponse/---














1. Conduct-education-and-outreach-for-visitors,-volunteers,-researchers-and-others-on-identifying-and-notifying-regarding-HAB-concerns.-Request-help-in-identifying-HAB-concerns-at-the-Reserve.-2. Continue-on&going-program-of-water-quality-monitoring-for-nutrient-levels-and-evidence-of-HAB-in-accordance-with-NOAA-System&wide-Monitoring-Program.-3. Take-note-of-HABs-in-adjacent-waters-and-prepare-for-potential-outbreaks-at-the-NCNERR.-4. Consider-if-additional-procedures-and-training/exercising-are-












































1. Include-public-education-and-outreach-on-fire-prevention-in-Reserve-outreach/training-programs.-2. Establish-a-wildfire-evacuation-plan.-3. Monitor-wildfire-risk-conditions-at:-http://www.ncforestservice.gov/fire_control/fire_weather_reports.htm--



























• Nearest-entrance-(emergency-access-point)-Make-sure-to-provide-clear-and-concise-information-on-your-location.--If-access-to-your-location-is-restricted-by-road,-provide-alternate-access-information-or-ask-for-direction-from-9&1&1-personnel.--If-appropriate,-send-someone-to-meet-the-ambulance-at-the-main-road-and-guide-them-to-the-incident-location.--3. If-a-law-enforcement-emergency-occurs-in-the-NERR-facility-or-on-the-site,-contact-the-local-sheriff’s-office:-For-the-Currituck-County-Sherriff’s-Office,-call-252&232&2216;-for-the-Carteret-County-Sheriff’s-Office,-call-252&728&8400;-for-the-New-Hanover-Sheriff’s-Office,-call-910&798&4200;-and-for-the-Brunswick-Sheriff’s-Office,-call-910&253&2736.-4. Alert-trained-employees-(CPR/First-Aid-trained)-to-respond-to-the-victim’s-location-and-bring-a-first-aid-kit.--The-Reserve’s-Safety-Officer-(Education-Coordinator)-maintains-a-list-of-trained-personnel.-5. If-first-aid-can-be-safely-implemented,-use-NERR-first-aid-tools-to-















1. Maintain-first-aid-kits-in-appropriate-locations.--2. Provide-basic-CPR/First-Aid-Training-to-staff-annually,-including-review-of-this-procedure.--Pre&identify-any-staff-for-volunteer-medical-conditions-(e.g.-allergies)-(note:-medical-condition-information-will-be-collected-on-a-voluntary-basis;-not-required-to-be-provided).-3. Annually-review-and-revise-this-procedure-with-Red-Cross-or-external-responder-personnel.-4. Participate-in-area-training-related-to-a-medical-emergency-situation-at-the-NERR.-












1. Ensure-NCNERR-Employee-Emergency-Contact-List-(emergency-contact-list)-phone-numbers-are-up-to-date.--2. Annually,-identify-and-implement-any-mitigation-actions.--3. Ensure-all-staff-members-have-a-personal-Home-and-Family-Preparedness-Plan-and-Kit.--4. Pre&identify-flood-risk-zones-and-potential-evacuation-routes/high-











1. Review-NOAA-Severe-Weather-Fact-Sheet-for-your-area-(North-Carolina):-http://www.ncddc.noaa.gov/activities/weather&ready&nation/newis/-2. Review-County-emergency-management-website-updates-and-resources-on-hazards,-evacuation-routes,-shelters:--- a. Carteret-County:-http://www.carteretcountync.gov/244/Carteret&County&Flood&Information-b. Currituck-County:-http://www.co.currituck.nc.us/flood&preparedness&planning&and&zoning.cfm-c. New-Hanover-County:-http://em911.nhcgov.com/be&prepared&ready&nhc/severe&weather/-d. Brunswick-County:-http://www.brunswickes.com/index.html---3. Review-NCDPS-Information-Links:-https://www.ncdps.gov/Index2.cfm?a=000003,000010,000515--4. Find-more-information-on-Home-and-Family-Preparedness-Planning-at:-http://www.redcross.org/prepare/location/home&family/plan-5. 5.-Find-information-on-flood-preparedness-at:-http://www.ready.gov/floods-








1. Report-all-oil-spills-that-threaten-state-waterways-or-hazardous-materials-spill-to-the-National-Response-Center-at-1&800&424&8802-and-the-nearest-North-Carolina-Department-of-Environment-and-Natural-Resources-(DENR)-Regional-Office-at-252&946&6481-for-Currituck-Banks-and-910&796&7215-for-Rachel-Carson,-Masonboro-Island,-and-Zeke’s-Island-during-regular-business-hours-(8am&5pm-M&F).-If-no-answer,-call-919&807&6308.-After-hours-and-on-the-weekends,-call-800&858&0368.--2. In-the-rare-event-that-NCNERR-is-responsible-for-an-oil-or-Hazmat-spill:--a. Stop-or-minimize-the-leak,-if-possible,-using-appropriate-personnel-protective-equipment-(PPE).--b. Contain-the-extent-of-the-spill-with-oil-boom-on-water,-earthen-dikes-on-land,-and-sorbent-materials.--c. If-there-is-a-threat-of-fire-or-explosion,-call-9&1&1.--d. Call-out-an-oil/hazmat-response-contractor-for-spill-clean-up.-e. Coordinate-with-NCDENR-Emergency-Response-and-U.S.-Coast-Guard-Incident-command-for-spill-cleanup.-f. Call-9&1&1-if-emergency-assistance-is-needed-or-if-no-trained-HAZWOPER-personnel-are-available.--3. Respond-to-an-oil-or-hazmat-spill-from-external-source-within-or-threatening-the-Reserve-as-follows:--a. Notify-the-appropriate-authorities-(see-item-1-above).--b. Evacuate-for-a-safe-distance-and-stay-upwind-of-the-spill-if-there-is-a-potential-toxic-air-hazard.--c. Identify-priority-natural-resources-for-protection-given-spill-location-and-current-conditions.--d. Provide-technical-and-logistical-support-to-the-Incident/Unified-Command-for-fish-and-wildlife-protection-as-directed-by-the-county,-state,-or-federal-agency-in-charge-if-appropriate.--e. Assist-DENR’s-DCM-in-conducting-the-Natural-Resources-Damage-Assessment-(NRDA)-following-the-impact.--f. Document-all-activities-for-potential-cost-reimbursement.--g. Conduct-incident-debrief/lessons-learned-review-and-update-this-plan-and-training-as-necessary.----




























1. If-an-aircraft-crashes-in-NCNERR,-notify-emergency-agencies:-a. Contact-9&1&1-for-immediate-rescue-and-firefighting-assistance.-b. Contact-the-Coast-Guard-for-water-rescue-and-oil-spill-response-on-VHF&FM-Marine-Band-Channel-16-or-telephone-U.S.-Coast-Guard-Sector-North-Carolina-at-910&362&4015.-c. Contact-the-North-Carolina-Department-of-Public-Safety-Division-of-Emergency-Management-Main-Office-at-919&825&2500.-If-after-hours,-call-the-emergency-management-24&hour-operations-line-at-1&800&858&0368.-d. Provide-as-much-information-as-is-readily-available,-including:-i. Aircraft-description,-location,-and-tail-number-if-visible-ii. Estimated-number-of-persons-on&board-iii. Signs-of-damage,-fire,-leaking-oil,-etc.-iv. Observed-weather-conditions-e. -If-oil-or-hazardous-materials-are-observed-leaking,-notify-the-U.S.-Coast-Guard-National-Response-Center-at-1&800&424&8802.-2. Assist-with-land-or-water-rescue-within-Reserve-capabilities.-a. Assess-the-scene-before-approaching.-b. Treat-as-a-potential-fire-and-hazardous-materials-incident;-approach-from-upwind.-c. Exercise-caution-when-approaching-massed-victims-on-or-in-the-water.-Victims-may-surge-toward-rescue-boats.--Avoid-overloading-rescue-boats-and-risk-of-capsize.-3. Provide-immediate-First-Aid/CPR-as-necessary.-4. If-directed,-assign-a-liaison-to-the-Fire-Dept.-or-Coast-Guard-Incident-Command.-5. Be-prepared-to-implement-the-NCNERR-Wildland-Fire-Hazard&Specific-Procedure.-6. Be-prepared-to-implement-the-NCNERR-Oil-Spill/Hazmat-Materials-Spill-Hazard&Specific-Procedure.-7. Assist-the-Incident-Commander-and-National-Transportation-Safety-Board-(NTSB)-investigators-as-requested-within-Reserve-staff-technical-competencies.-8. Monitor-for-impacts-to-Reserve-natural-resources.-9. Document-all-injuries-and-damages-for-potential-legal-claims-or-cost-reimbursement.-10. Prepare-daily-(or-as-necessary)-Situation-Reports-using-NCNERR-Situation-Report-or-ICS&201-form-(see-Appendix-J).-11. Demobilize-when-the-emergency-has-passed.-12. Conduct-incident-debrief/lessons-learned-review-and-prepare-After&
























































































































































































































pacts [Focused on National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR)] 
Probability 
Indicator     




Indicator    

















































































































































































































































































































































































pacts [Focused on National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR)] 
Probability 
Indicator     
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pacts [Focused on National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR)] 
Probability 
Indicator     




Indicator    
































































































































































































































































































































































pacts [Focused on National Estuarine Research Reserve (NERR)] 
Probability 
Indicator     




Indicator    





























































































































































































































































































































































































Loss of human life [staff, visitors, researchers (registered, unregistered), persons working or recreating within NERR boundaries]. 
 
Health 
Human Injury or illness [risk to staff, visitors, researchers (registered, unregistered), persons working or recreating within NERR boundaries] 
Property 














   Physical 





   Biological 




















   NERR 




   Natural Resources 
Impacts to natural resources protected by the NERR in terms of species and habitat impacts, aesthetics, fishing, and other economic uses 
   Local/Regional  
Resources 
Impacts to NERR natural resources that have an impact on local/regional economy - hotels, gas 
















































1 = Minimum Potential Impact:  little to no potential for loss of life; minor health impacts ( injury, illness), few and minor property impacts (no major repairs 
needed; no significant impact to operations); injury to environment within range of natural impacts, total recovery expected without human intervention; 




2 = Moderate Potential Impact: potential for loss of life; potential for some health impacts (sickness and injury causing need for first aid; injury to 
environment reversible with human intervention, no permanent loss; moderate damage to economy (noticeable short- to mid-term impact, requiring some 
time for recovery) 
 
 
3 = Major Potential Impact: significant potential for loss of life; major potential for health impacts (sickness and injury, requiring EMT or hospitalization); 
major potential property losses (requiring replacement before resuming operations); irreversible injury to or loss of environmental resource; not recoverable 
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Appendix(J(*(Forms(and(Tools(!!! !
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Situation Report  
Insert the Date of Incident (Start-Current) 
Date/Time(
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After Action Report (AAR)  
Event/Hazard:( ! Duration( !
















































For(additional(information,(consult:(NERR!Manager!(Emergency!Manager)!Rebecca!Ellin:!910Y665Y9757!NERR!CTP!Coordinator!(Emergency!Training!and!Exercise!Coordinator)!Whitney!Jenkins:!252Y838Y0882!Currituck!Banks!Reserve!Site!Manager!(Emergency!Risk!Manager!and!Capability!Coordinator)!Scott!Crocker:!252Y261Y8891!NERR!Management!Plan!and!GIS!Maps!–!information!on!NERR!habitat,!species,!access,!water!depths!USCG!Sector!Mobile!Geographic!Response!Plans!–!planned!protection!strategies!for!oil!spills,!coastal!maps,!sensitive!areas.!Available!at:   
Add/delete new precautions as necessary for an incident. May also be laminated for reuse. 
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(
PROTECT  IF AT ALL POSSIBLE – TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID INJURY 
Highly Sensitive Habitats and Species – Protect 
Saltmarsh – Sensitive habitat - minimize 
walking, avoid anchoring, reduce wake to 
minimize edge erosion. 
 
 Oyster Reef – Sensitive habitat important to 
juvenile fish and shorebirds. Can be submerged 
or partially exposed depending on tides.  
 
Dune System – Sensitive to disturbance – 
avoid topographic alteration and disturbance of 
plants and plant roots.  
 Sea Turtles – Threatened sea turtles nest on 
the ocean beach between May and August. 
Hatchlings emerge between July and October. 
 
 Shorebird Nesting – Least terns, plovers, and 
other shorebirds nest and raise young on the 
open sand of the beach and back dunes 
between April and August.  
 
Diamondback Terrapin – Species of special 
concern. Avoid eggs/nests on dry land (April -
September). Avoid turtles in waterways. 
Highly Sensitive – Protect Invasive Plant - Do Not Transport Hazards/Dangers - Avoid 
 
 
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation – Sensitive 
habitat, do not anchor or step here. 
 
Invasive Species – Include: Russian olive 
(silverthorn), Eurasian watermilfoil, alligator 
weed, and phragmites. Report sightings, avoid 
moving, and wash equipment when leaving an 
infested area. 
 
Cottonmouth/Eastern Cottonmouth – 
Venomous snake (mostly in swamps, but can 
be on land).  Be aware and avoid. If bitten, use 
venom extractor and call for emergency medical 
help (911). 
 Hazards/Dangers – Avoid   
 
Wild Horses – Protect the horses and your 
safety by maintaining a distance of at least 50 
feet away.  If you get too close to a wild horse, 









Feral Hogs – Non-native mammals dangerous 
to humans and NERR habitats. 
 
Heat/Sun and Insects – Responders should 
protect themselves from heat/sun and potential 
biting insects.  Reserve staff can provide more 
information. 













For(additional(information,(consult:(NERR!Manager!(Emergency!Manager)!Rebecca!Ellin:!910Y665Y9757!NERR!CTP!Coordinator!(Emergency!Training!and!Exercise!Coordinator)!Whitney!Jenkins:!252Y838Y0882!Currituck!Banks!Reserve!Site!Manager!(Emergency!Risk!Manager!and!Capability!Coordinator)!Paula!Gilkin:! 252Y838Y0886!NERR!Management!Plan!and!GIS!Maps!–!information!on!NERR!habitat,!species,!access,!water!depths!USCG!Sector!Mobile!Geographic!Response!Plans!–!planned!protection!strategies!for!oil!spills,!coastal!maps,!sensitive!areas.!Available!at:   
Add/delete new precautions as necessary for an incident. May also be laminated for reuse. 




PROTECT  IF AT ALL POSSIBLE – TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID INJURY 
Highly Sensitive Habitats and Species – Protect 
Saltmarsh – Sensitive habitat - minimize 
walking, avoid anchoring, reduce wake to 
minimize edge erosion. 
 
 Oyster Reef – Sensitive habitat important to 
juvenile fish and shorebirds. Can be submerged 
or partially exposed depending on tides.  
 
Dune System – Sensitive to disturbance – 
avoid topographic alteration and disturbance of 
plants and plant roots.  
 Sea Turtles – Threatened sea turtles nest on 
the ocean beach between May and August. 
Hatchlings emerge between July and October. 
 
 Shorebird Nesting – Least terns, plovers, and 
other shorebirds nest and raise young on the 
open sand of the beach and back dunes 
between April and August.  
 
Diamondback Terrapin – Species of special 
concern. Avoid eggs/nests on dry land (April -
September). Avoid turtles in waterways. 
Highly Sensitive – Protect Invasive Plant - Do Not Transport Hazards/Dangers - Avoid 
 
 
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation – Sensitive 
habitat, do not anchor or step here. 
 
Invasive Species – Include: Tamarisk tree (or 
salt cedar), Russian olive, and nutria. Report 
sightings, avoid moving, and wash equipment 
when leaving an infested area. 
 
 
Soft Sediment and Mud – Responders can get 
stuck in this habitat. Be aware and avoid. 
 Hazards/Dangers – Avoid   
 
Wild Horses – Protect the horses and your 
safety by maintaining a distance of at least 50 
feet away.  If you get too close to a wild horse, 




Oysters – Protect yourself from oyster cuts by 
avoiding the habitat and wearing appropriate 
clothing. 
 
Heat/Sun and Insects – Responders should 
protect themselves from heat/sun and potential 
biting insects.  Reserve staff can provide more 
information. 
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(
PROTECT  IF AT ALL POSSIBLE – TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID INJURY 
Highly Sensitive Habitats and Species – Protect 
Saltmarsh – Sensitive habitat - minimize 
walking, avoid anchoring, reduce wake to 
minimize edge erosion. 
 
 Oyster Reef – Sensitive habitat important to 
juvenile fish and shorebirds. Can be submerged 
or partially exposed depending on tides.  
 
Dune System – Sensitive to disturbance – 
avoid topographic alteration and disturbance of 
plants and plant roots.  
 Sea Turtles – Threatened sea turtles nest on 
the ocean beach between May and August. 
Hatchlings emerge between July and October. 
 
 Shorebird Nesting – Least terns, American 
oystercatchers, and other shorebirds nest and 
raise young on the open sand of the beach and 
back dunes between April and August.  
 
Listed Plants – Protected plant species 
 include seabeach amaranth (pictures), tough 
bumelia, and dune blue curls. Reserve staff  
can provide additional information.  
Highly Sensitive – Protect Invasive Plant - Do Not Transport 
Diamondback Terrapin – Species of special 
concern. Avoid eggs/nests on dry land (April -
September). Avoid turtles in waterways.   
 
Phragmites – Stands of phragmites  
occur primarily on dredge spoil islands  
and southern tip of the island.  
 
Beach Vitex – Individual occurrences of this 
plant exist in open sandy areas in the back 
dune areas. It has gray green foliage and a 
distinctive spicy fragrance.  
 Report sightings, avoid moving, and wash equipment when leaving an infested area. 
Hazards/Dangers – Avoid 
Oyster reefs/Mud flats – Navigation in back 
bay areas can be limited by oyster reef and 
mud flat areas during lower tides. Reserve staff 
can provide information about navigable routes.  
 
Poisonous/Hazardous Plants – Numerous 
plants at the site are either poisonous or have 
sharp spines, thorns, or barbs. Reserve staff 
can provide more information. 
 
Heat/Sun and Insects – Responders should 
protect themselves from heat/sun and potential 
biting insects.  Reserve staff can provide more 
information. 
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( (PROTECT  IF AT ALL POSSIBLE – TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID INJURY 
Highly Sensitive Habitats and Species – Protect 
Saltmarsh – Sensitive habitat - minimize 
walking, avoid anchoring, reduce wake to 
minimize edge erosion. 
 
 Oyster Reef – Sensitive habitat important to 
juvenile fish and shorebirds. Can be submerged 
or partially exposed depending on tides.  
 
Dune System – Sensitive to disturbance – 
avoid topographic alteration and disturbance of 
plants and plant roots.  
 Sea Turtles – Threatened sea turtles nest on 
the ocean beach between May and August. 
Hatchlings emerge between July and October. 
 
 Shorebird Nesting – Least terns, American 
oystercatchers, and other shorebirds nest and 
raise young on the open sand of the beach and 
back dunes between April and August.  
 
Listed Plants – Protected plant species 
 include seabeach amaranth (pictures), tough 
bumelia, and dune blue curls. Reserve staff  
can provide additional information.  
Highly Sensitive – Protect Invasive Plant - Do Not Transport 
Diamondback Terrapin – Species of special 
concern. Avoid eggs/nests on dry land (April -
September). Avoid turtles in waterways.   
 
Phragmites – Stands of phragmites  
occur primarily on dredge spoil islands  
and southern tip of the island.  
 
Beach Vitex – Individual occurrences of this 
plant exist in open sandy areas in the back 
dune areas. It has gray green foliage and a 
distinctive spicy fragrance.  
 Report sightings, avoid moving, and wash equipment when leaving an infested area. 
Hazards/Dangers – Avoid 
Oyster reefs/Mud flats – Navigation in back 
bay areas can be limited by oyster reef and 
mud flat areas during lower tides. Reserve staff 
can provide information about navigable routes.  
 
Heat/Sun and Insects – Responders should 
protect themselves from heat/sun and potential 
biting insects.  Reserve staff can provide more 
information. 
 
The Rocks – A constructed rock wall on the 
western boundary can be submerged at high 
tide and should not be used for access. 
 




ICS(Form(#:( Form(Title:( Typically(Prepared(by:(!!!!Form!201!(Word!Fillable)!! Incident(Briefing( Initial!Incident!Commander!!!*Form!202!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Objectives( Planning!Section!Chief!!!*Form!203!(Word!Fillable)! Organization(Assignment(List( Resources!Unit!Leader!!!*Form!204!(Word!Fillable)! Assignment(List( Resources!Unit!Leader!and!Operations!Section!Chief!!!*Form!205!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Radio(Communications(
Plan(
Communications!Unit!Leader!**Form!205A!(Word!Fillable)! Communications(List( Communications!Unit!Leader!!!*Form!206!(Word!Fillable)! Medical(Plan( Medical!Unit!Leader!!!!!Form!207!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Organization(Chart(
(wallJmount(size,(optional(8.5”(x(14”)(
Resources!Unit!Leader!
**Form!208!(Word!Fillable)! Safety(Message/Plan( Safety!Officer!!!!!Form!209!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Status(Summary( Situation!Unit!Leader!!!!!Form!210!(Word!Fillable)! Resource(Status(Change( Communications!Unit!Leader!!!!!Form!211!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Check*In(List(
(optional(8.5”x14”(and(11”x17”)(
Resources!Unit!Leader/CheckYIn!Recorder!!!!!Form!213!(Word!Fillable)! General(Message!(3Jpart(form)! Any!Message!Originator!!!!!Form!214!(Word!Fillable)! Activity(Log!(optional(2Jsided(form)! All!Sections!and!Units!!!!!Form!215!(Word!Fillable)! Operational(Planning(Worksheet!





!!!!Form!220!(Word!Fillable)! Air(Operations(Summary(Worksheet( Operations!Section!Chief!or!Air!Branch!Director!!!!!Form!221!(Word!Fillable)! Demobilization/Check*Out( Demobilization!Unit!Leader!!!!!Form!225!(Word!Fillable)! Incident(Personnel(Performance(
Rating(
Supervisor!at!the!Incident!
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Incident Briefing (ICS 201) 
1. Incident Name:  
                                        
2. Incident Number:   
                            
3. Date/Time Initiated:   
Date:  Date       Time:  HHMM 
4. Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing the total area of operations, the incident site/area, impacted and threatened areas, 
overflight results, trajectories, impacted shorelines, or other graphics depicting situational status and resource assignment): 
 
5. Situation Summary and Health and Safety Briefing (for briefings or transfer of command): Recognize potential 
incident Health and Safety Hazards and develop necessary measures (remove hazard, provide personal protective 
equipment, warn people of the hazard) to protect responders from those hazards.   
                               
6. Prepared 
by:  Name:                                 Position/Title:                             Signature:  __________________ 
ICS 201, Page 1 Date/Time:  Date 
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Incident Briefing (ICS 201) 
1. Incident Name:  
                                        
2. Incident Number:   
                            
3. Date/Time Initiated:   
Date: Date    Time:  HHMM 
7. Current and Planned Objectives: 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                  
8. Current and Planned Actions, Strategies, and Tactics: 
Time: Actions: 
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
HHMM                                                                                                                                         
6. Prepared 
by: Name:    Position/Title:                              Signature:    
ICS 201, Page 2 Date/Time:  Date 
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Incident Briefing (ICS 201) 
1. Incident Name:  
                                        
2. Incident Number:   
                            
3. Date/Time Initiated:   
Date: Date Time:  HHMM 
9. Current Organization (fill in additional organization as appropriate): 
 
 Incident Commander 
                                                
 
Liaison Officer 
Click here to enter text. 




Click here to enter text. 
   
 
 
Public Information Officer 






Click here to enter text. 
 Planning  
Section Chief 
 
Click here to enter text. 
 Logistics  
Section Chief 
 
Click here to enter text. 
 Finance/Admin  
Section Chief 
 








by: Name:                                 Position/Title:                                 Signature:    
ICS 201, Page 3 Date/Time:  Date 
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Incident Briefing (ICS 201) 
1. Incident Name:  
                                        
2. Incident Number:   
                            
3. Date/Time Initiated:   
Date:  DateTime:  HHMM 
10. Resource Summary: 








                                                        
 
                                
                                                        
 
                                
                                                        
 
                                
                                                        
 
                                
                                                        
 
                                
                                                                                         
                                                        
 
                                
                                                        
 
                                
                                                                                         
                                                        
 
                                
                                                                                         
                                                        
 




Name:   Position/Title:                               Signature: _________________ 
ICS 201, Page 4 Date/Time:  Date 
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ICS(201(





The ICS 201 can serve as part of the initial Incident Action Plan (IAP). 




Block Title Instructions 
1 Incident Name Enter the name assigned to the incident. 
2 Incident Number Enter the number assigned to the incident. 
3 Date/Time Initiated 
Date, Time 
Enter date initiated (month/day/year) and time initiated (using 
the 24-hour clock). 
4 Map/Sketch (include sketch, showing 
the total area of operations, the incident 
site/area, impacted and threatened 
areas, overflight results, trajectories, 
impacted shorelines, or other graphics 
depicting situational status and 
resource assignment) 
Show perimeter and other graphics depicting situational status, 
resource assignments, incident facilities, and other special 
information on a map/sketch or with attached maps.  Utilize 
commonly accepted ICS map symbology.   
If specific geospatial reference points are needed about the 
incident’s location or area outside the ICS organization at the 
incident, that information should be submitted on the Incident 
Status Summary (ICS 209). 
North should be at the top of page unless noted otherwise. 
5 Situation Summary and Health and 
Safety Briefing (for briefings or 
transfer of command): Recognize 
potential incident Health and Safety 
Hazards and develop necessary 
measures (remove hazard, provide 
personal protective equipment, warn 
people of the hazard) to protect 
responders from those hazards. 
Self-explanatory. 




Block Title Instructions 





Enter the name, ICS position/title, and signature of the person 
preparing the form.  Enter date (month/day/year) and time 
prepared (24-hour clock). 
7 Current and Planned Objectives  Enter the objectives used on the incident and note any specific 
problem areas. 
8 Current and Planned Actions, 
Strategies, and Tactics 
Time 
Actions 
Enter the current and planned actions, strategies, and tactics and 
time they may or did occur to attain the objectives.  If additional 
pages are needed, use a blank sheet or another ICS 201 (Page 
2), and adjust page numbers accordingly.  
9 Current Organization (fill in 




Public Information Officer 
Planning Section Chief 
Operations Section Chief 
Finance/Administration Section Chief 
Logistics Section Chief 
Enter on the organization chart the names of the individuals 
assigned to each position.   
Modify the chart as necessary, and add any lines/spaces needed 
for Command Staff Assistants, Agency Representatives, and the 
organization of each of the General Staff Sections. 
If Unified Command is being used, split the Incident 
Commander box. 
Indicate agency for each of the Incident Commanders listed if 
Unified Command is being used. 
10 Resource Summary Enter the following information about the resources allocated to 
the incident.  If additional pages are needed, use a blank sheet 
or another ICS 201 (Page 4), and adjust page numbers 
accordingly. 
Resource Enter the number and appropriate category, kind, or type of 
resource ordered. 
Resource Identifier Enter the relevant agency designator and/or resource designator 
(if any). 
Date/Time Ordered Enter the date (month/day/year) and time (24-hour clock) the 
resource was ordered. 
ETA Enter the estimated time of arrival (ETA) to the incident (use 
24-hour clock). 
Arrived Enter an “X” or a checkmark upon arrival to the incident. 
Notes (location/ assignment/status) Enter notes such as the assigned location of the resource and/or 
the actual assignment and status. !
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Appendix(K*(Maps(and(Other(Information(!
DCM DRP – Can be accessed at NCNERR headquarters  
UNCW Hurricane Preparedness - http://uncw.edu/itsd/besafe/hurricane.html  
NOAA CCFHR Hurricane Plan – Can be accessed at NCNERR headquarters  
Core/buffer maps and description – Can be accessed at NCNERR headquarters  
 
 


























































































• Hazardous waste site cleanup operations [paragraphs (b)-(o)] (e.g., SUPERFUND cleanup), 
• Operations involving hazardous waste that are conducted at treatment, storage, and disposal 
(TSD) facilities [paragraph (p)] (e.g., landfill that accepts hazardous waste), and  
• Emergency response operations involving hazardous substance releases [paragraph (q)] (e.g., 
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